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Advanced PHY/MAC Design
for Infrastructure-less Networks

The main goal of the project was to investigate if the theoretical capacity of Infrastructure-
Less Wireless Networks could be achieved by practical communication systems and evalu-
ate how far an optimized solution is from the theoretical capacity bound. It was an intention 
of the project to propose an architecture for each node based on a cross-layering design 
between the physical and the MAC sub-layer.
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ADIN

GENERAL MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES
It is well known that the capacity of Infrastructure-Less Wireless Net-

works (ILWNs) can be surprising low, namely for the case of multi-pair 
unicasts. However, several innovative radio technologies developed in the 
last years, including Multi-Packet Reception (MPR), Interference Cancel-
lation (IC), PHY-cooperation, Retransmission Diversity (CRD) and Adap-
tive Modulation (AM) were shown to increase ILWNs’ capacity. While this 
observation was already validated by several works, none of the works 
had adopted a physical layer integration of MPR, IC CRD, and AM. More-
over, these works did not study the impacts of the techniques used in the 
physical layer at the MAC layer, and vice-versa.

The main goal of the project was to investigate if the theoretical capac-
ity of ILWNs could be achieved by practical communication systems, or at 
least evaluate how far an optimized solution, such as the one proposed 
in the project, is from the theoretical capacity bound. It was an inten-
tion of the project to propose an architecture for each node based on a 
cross-layering design between the physical and the MAC sub-layer. The 
PHY-MAC architecture design should be defined in order to coordinate 
and optimize the different radio technologies and node’s medium access, 
in a decentralized way.

CHALLENGE
This project aimed to integrate MPR, IC CRD, and AM technologies into 

a single architecture particularly tailored for Infrastructure-Less Wireless 
Networks (ILWNs), which is itself a challenging task due to the lack of a 
central coordinator and to the spatial distribution of the nodes.

The IT research team combined physical layer and data link layer re-
searchers, to address both issues in an integrated, cross-layered approach. 
The physical layer team was responsible for the design of the architecture 
and the modelling of the physical systems. The data link layer team was 
responsible for the design of the proposed PHY-MAC architecture. The 
project involved a substantial interaction between all team members since 
the MAC layer ran on top of the MPR physical layer. 

WORK DESCRIPTION AND ACHIEVEMENTS
During the course of project ADIN all the planned objectives were ac-

complishes, among which we highlight the following:
· An architecture for nodes in a infrastructure-less wireless network 

(ILWN) based on a cross-layering design between the physical and the 
MAC sub-layer was proposed and evaluated. 

· Several radio systems were characterized and evaluated in the frame-
work of ILWNs.

· Interference models for the different technologies considered for in-
tegration into the ILWN architecture were developed and evaluated for 
several scenarios.

· Decentralized energy-based localization schemes using different op-
timization techniques were studied and used for the design of practical 
interference estimation methods.

· Following a decentralized approach, an optimized MAC scheme was 
proposed for ILWNs

· Joint MAC-PHY MPR schemes were studied considering: diversity 
combining, different access schemes and multipath dispersive channels.

· Software packages were implemented for simulation and evaluation 
of MPR schemes and the PHY/MAC cross-layer architecture, in single-
hop and multi-hop network scenarios.

 Fig. 1 Random-access network assisted by retransmission diversity and multipacket  
  reception. 

 Fig. 2 PC ARQ prefix-assisted DS-CDMA Reception scheme example and frame   
  structure per slot.


